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Learning Levels 

Learning Levels and Learning Comprehension 

To make the most of life skills teaching, it is important to know how the person learns best. Different 
learning styles require different types of teaching. If you tailor teaching to the person’s learning style 
more learning will likely occur. 

Learning Goals are sometimes called competencies, statements of knowledge and abilities, or 
outcome goals. They are written to complement a developmental approach to learning. This 
approach recognizes that learning takes place over time and that people progress through a series 
of stages or levels as learning takes place. 

Expectations describe what the learner should be able to do as a result of group, individual, or self-
teaching and indicate how the Learning Goal was achieved in behavior terms. They are also called 
performance indicators or objectives. 

Learning Level Definition 

•	 Level one: Awareness 

•	 Level two: Knowledge and 
understanding 

The learner is acquiring information 

At these two levels in the learning process, the learner 
should be able to identify, describe or explain information 
about the subject matter being taught. 

Learning Goals: The instructor presents information in 
a way that increases the learner’s knowledge base. For 
example, at the end of the session the learner will only be 
expected to describe or explain what he/she learned 
about financial institutions. 

•	 Level three: Knows how The learner begins to apply knowledge 

At this level, the learner should be able to demonstrate 
some ability with the skill in an instructional setting through 
simulation, learning laboratory, or real life experiences. 

Learning Goals: The instructor creates an opportunity 
for the learner to practice. For example, the learner 
demonstrates writing a check to make a purchase. 
Generally, “knows how to” Learning Goals are completed 
in a classroom or home environment. Often, they are ones 
that a person may need in the future but not now.  
They simulate real life situations. 
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Learning Level Definition 

•	 Level four: Can or is able to The learner uses knowledge in the real world 

At this level, learner is using the knowledge learned outside 
of the learning environment. They are able to demonstrate 
the skill on a regular basis and reports on his/her progress. 

The instructor provides an opportunity for real world 
demonstration. For example, “can set the table for daily 
meals,” just showing the learner what a table setting looks 
like isn’t enough. With the right kind of instruction, the 
learner should be able to demonstrate setting the table for 
three daily meals. 




